improvement, diligence, providence and self-control the cardinal virtues; and an evangelical assumption that attaining goods in this world and salvation in the next would be the rewards of virtue! The uncompromising slogan on prize medals was 'work is everything'; the motto was (and is) 'seek the truth'. Dr William Drennan MD, the veteran United Irishman, gave the opening address on 1st February 1814 which encapsulated the educational and vocational intentions of the founders -'It is intended to diffuse as widely as possible through the province and population of Ulster the benefits of Education both useful and liberal'; and also their pragmatic objective of retaining their sons in Ulster - ' The Academical Institution will prevent the hard and disgraceful necessity . . . of parents sendina their children to seek in other countries, with much risk to their health and morals, for that instruction . . . which might be equally well attained at home with evident advantage to the public interest as well as to that of individuals'.13 Medicine was to start at once by creating two pre-clinical chairs -botany, and anatomy and medical physiology. But at once disaster struck: staff and proprietors were reported drinking seditious toasts at a St Patrick's Day banquet in Gillet's Tavern in 1816 ('to Marshal Ney' and 'to an early reform of the franchise' are fair examples). Government now sought assurances on loyal behaviour and greater proprietorial control to enforce them. It failed to get these and withdrew its grant of £.1,500 p.a. Medical school plans were now shelved, but an unsung hero, James Lawson Drummond MD, took the ill-paid (£50 p.a.) chair of anatomy and medical physiology in 1819 and also that of botany in 1822, teaching these subjects to arts and theology students mainly to keep the pre-clinical nucleus of a future medical school alive. He had a lona 15 say, literally, but presumably after Hippocrates); and the driving force behind the foundation of the Belfast Fever Hospital and Dispensary in 1792 which after small beginnings and fluctuating fortunes re-opened in Frederick Street in 1817 with over 100 beds. (Fig 2) . 'The Nobility, Ladies and Gentlemen of Belfast and its Vicinity' showed their appreciation in a gift of a magnificent ten-piece silver service in 1828 costing the then great sum of £700.5, 14, 15 The hospital staff supported the newlyfounded Inst; many were in fact proprietors. Their primary loyalty however was to the hospital and they discussed forming a clinical school on the English hospital pattern,16 independent of Inst and in which students would 'walk the wards' and receive clinical lectures in return for fees. This would give the hospital status and the staff a supply of clerks and dressers and opportunity for patronage. They could leave it to Inst or some other private enterprise to teach the pre-clinical subjects without any formal link. Their autonomy and independence of action would then be ensured. This was a patently narrower view than that held by Inst viz. a formally constitutedjoint pre -clinical and clinical school which would ultimately award degrees. All agreed the nobility of Inst's objective, but the hospital staff and committee doubted that it could be reached since Inst was perennially teetering on the brink of bankruptcy and lacked government support. And more than that: Inst with its idealism and high principles was talking of actually advertising posts: this might mean that outsiders would get 'chairs' and come looking for beds in the hospital and-worse -wouldbe competing with the hospital staff in their practices! The hospital staff moreover were not repelled by the prevailing practice of patronage and nepotism and would have none of Inst's ideas: they wanted it the other way around, viz. to appoint their own staff as professors in any joint school. Furthermore, Inst contracts were for five years, the hospital appointments de jure were annual, and anyhow a connection with Inst might jeopardise the Grand Jury grant (for fever patients) -the hospital's main source of income. Inst could join them, they had after all Belfast's interests at heart, but only on terms advantageous to the hospital (and themselves), their objects of primary loyalty! And so it was that on 21 December 1821 they went down their own path and enrolled their first student, Mr Walter Bingham, to 'walk the wards' at a one guinea fee. 17 Moreover, this was no brainchild of unschooled provincials in some remote hamlet: it was devised by high-minded and liberal men and was by far the most 'modern' of the dozen or so provincial schools in the kingdom, while Belfast itself was now a thriving industrial port of 65,000 with a prosperous hinterland. The joint school was free from hospital staff control unlike provincial schools in England. It was free from town council control unlike Edinburgh. It was free from control of professional bodies -unlike Glasgow. It was a true partnership between an incorporated autonomous college and a voluntary hospital -a structural prototype (barring some constitutional niceties) of the modern medical school. (Fig 3) . having a deep pride -even conceit -in their own and their society's success. The skills they developed and prized were practical, even frontier ones -they were strong in clinical and observational acumen; stronger still in instructional commitment and ability; weaker on experimental, methodological, or theoretical skills. Intellectually they expressed themselves in theology, law, history, science and medicine; seldom in novels, drama or poetry (a noted exception is William Drennan MD); and their leaders were no exception. The London and Oxbridge physicians and many of the Dublin coterie, with their philosophical and discursive approach, literary pretensions and often success, and their metropolitan pursuits, were far from their world. They were no doubt 'provincial', but, unqualified, this would reflect only part of the whole. In all this they set a pattern for Ulster medicine for the rest of the century, arguably to the present day. Apothecaries' Hall.27 Robert Foster Dill, professor of midwifery 1868-1893, was the other. (Fig 7) . Dill belonged to an influential Presbyterian Ulster family of wide and clannish ramifications and used the influence of his cousin, Dr John Dill of Brighton, to press his claim to the chair, successfully, as 'the only conservative candidate' in preference to Dr John M. Pirrie (the QCB president's choice), the then leading Belfast obstetrician and a member of the hospital staff, but a man of well-known liberal associations.28 Such canvassing was not unusual; indeed it was the custom as the elaborate 'testimonials' for jobs and contemporary reports testify. Professors in the Queen's Colleges were no exception. They were appointed at this time by the Queen (by warrant under the Sign Manual) on the advice of the lord lieutenant -effectively by the chief secretary -on the basis of a priority list prepared by the college president and vice-president who had, however, to justify the ranking. The QCB presidents combined wisdom with pragmatism and always recommended a member of the hospital staff, and this reversal of the president's choice was unique in the history of the QCB medical school in Belfast. But Dill had no beds; he had resigned from the Lying-in Hospital some years before. He solved this by taking his students with him on domiciliary confinements and held lectures in his large house in 3 Fisherwick Place.29 Hospital and college made sure that such mistakes were not repeated! But though Ferguson and Dill were not, on appointment to chairs, members of the hospital staff, they were still Ulstermen through and through. And Ulsterman meant Ulsterman irrespective of creed. The Catholic Sir Dominic Corrigan found This oligarchical control of clinical chairs ensured amicable co-operation between the QCB authorities, the professors, and the hospital staff greatly to the benefit of the school which was cohesive and avoided the disruptive problems of some British schools and the sorry fragmentation of late 19th century Dublin medicine. But there was a price to pay. Generally the professors, though in the main of high clinical skill and probity, were inevitably somewhat provincial in outlook and parochial in experience. Being part-time, they could boast only modest publication lists; their opportunities for foreign study were limited though some made the postgraduate 'grand tour' including Paris, Vienna, Berlin and London. Few undertook lines of systematic research or became ranking authors. There were exceptions, notably Sir William Whitla. Whitla wrote three great books-Elements of pharmacy, materia medica, and therapeutics (first published in 1882), Dictionary of medical treatment (first published in 1892), and Manual ofpractice and theory of medicine (first published in 1908): the first went through 13 editions up to World War 11 and the second achieved nine up to 1957 and was translated widely, even into Chinese. These books and successful investments brought him wealth which through his beneficence Queen's enjoys to this day including, I am happy to say, the Vice-Chancellor and his family who live in his substantial house! This parochialism weakened later in the century as circulation of journals, ease of travel, and inclination and the means for foreign study Belfast's leading ophthalmic surgeon in the 1 880s and 1 890s, left Queen's in 1860 to join Garibaldi's 'Thousand' at Genoa. Commissioned lieutenant in the Regimento Inglese he received a rare Sword of Honour from the great man and two medals from King Victor Emmanuel. (Fig 9) . He graduated in 1863 (QUI), became for 14 years a tea-planter in India (where he picked up another campaign medal in a punitive expedition against the Muniparis), re-adopted his profession in 1877 by studying ophthalmology in Dublin and Vienna, and returned to Belfast in 1880, joining the hospital staff in 1882 and founding the eye, ear and throat department at the Royal Belfast Hospital for Sick Children. He was inevitably known as 'Garibaldi' Nelson.6 He was not alone: other emigres returned, or newcomers immigrated, to Belfast lured by its rapidly growing prosperity and the growing status of QCB, and brought welcome cosmopolitan views with them to balance the heavy graduate emioration often of established staff such as William (later Sir William) MacCormac, Henry's son, who was appointed attending surgeon to the General Hospital in 1865 but made his career in London after serving in the Franco-Prussian War. But, as the gaze of the profession looked increasingly to London and abroad, just as the gaze of Belfast citizens looked increasingly to Britain and the world, it inevitably swung away from Dublin; indeed it was probably only held there at all by the Dublin-sited RUI which examined Queen's College students for RUI degrees. Socio-economic and political changes were in any event now distancing Belfast from the rest of Ireland and the decline of medical Dublin only hastened an inevitable estrangement. The English licences became more in evidence; publications once mainly in Irish journals now dotted the pages of English ones.
(Of the 65 publications listed to Professor Andrew Fullerton between 1891 and 1933, four appeared in Irish Journal of Medical Science, five in Ulster journals or through Ulster publishers, one in a Canadian journal and the rest in British ones. Several were in Medical Press and Circular, originally published in Dublin but from 1869 in London. Some of the 'shift' is no doubt due to the decline of Dublin as a medical publishing centre). And with all this was a growing self-confidence as the school became a leading one in the British Isles, the equal -even (they would have argued) the superior -of sadly fragmented and politically embroiled Dublin and far ahead of QCC and QCG which lacked what QCB so spectacularly did not, local support and confidence. In 1850 only the 100 beds in the General Hospital were available to Queen's, but in the next 50 years the Union Hospital, the Mater Infirmorum, and the growing number of specialist hospitals for diseases of the eye, ear, skin, for children, midwifery, and mental diseases, gave to QCB a supply of clinical beds hardly equalled elsewhere. Whitla in his presidential address to the BMA in 1909 could list some 1800 beds in general hospitals and nearly 200 in specialist non-mental hospitals in Belfast alone 'which were', in his words, 'from time to time in late years utilised by the students attending our Medical School'.32 Belfast in fact was booming and was becoming locked into the Union, and Ulster was growing increasingly remote from the rest of Ireland. Few Belfastmen now went south to practise, if they ever did, though some joined Irish government service centred in Dublin -like the surgeon John (later Sir John) Fagan In 1908 the Irish universities were again reorganised into a form which has lasted to the present day. QCB now became a university, the unchallenged intellectual centre of Ulster with status appropriate to Edwardian Belfast, the Kingdom's eighth city now of equal size and wealth to Dublin. From hardly more than a fortified fishing port to over 400,000 souls in a century and a half with the largest weaving and tobacco factories, ropeworks, and output of shipping in the world, was a near miracle by the 'self-made men in the self-made city'.34 This success showed, rather too obviously at times, in the supreme confidence of its citizens in the future of the city and of self, verging all too often on arrogance and complacency. But the most obvious change in QUB during the present century is in size. The modest 620 students in 1909 doubled in a decade and reached nearly 3,000 in 1950. They are now 7,500. The medical school had 282 pupils in 1909 but nearly 800 in 1950 and only government restriction and lack of resources has prevented growth to 1,000 or more. The medical school was strengthened through increase in the number of chairs, and made even more cohesive by the appointment of full-time university lecturers and part-time clinical lecturers and examiners drawn from the staff of the teaching hospitals and backed by extension of the clinical teacher system whereby consultants taught students in ward and out-patients as they had always done, reimbursed (increasingly nominally!) from student fees which from 1957 were channelled through QUB. The partition of Ireland widened the pre-existing gap between Belfast and the other Irish medical centres and this became a yawning chasm after the introduction of the National Health Service (NHS) in 1948 (which at first the Mater Infirmorum Hospital 'disclaimed' though it remained a teaching hospital and an integral and important cog in the comprehensive health care wheel) when full-time professorial clinical units were established, medical and paramedical infra-structures were The Ulster Medical Journal expanded, and the Province's hospitals were improved and updated and new ones built. In hospital standards, in level of staffing, in quality of professoriate, in research now burgeoning with the appointment of full-time academic staff, and in international standing, the Belfast school was in the 1950s at its zenith, a zenith thrown into more vivid relief as the doldrums into which the southern Irish schools of the pre-World War I period had drifted positively becalmed them under the social and political circumstances of the 1920s, '30s and '40s. Up to 1948, QUB and its teaching hospitals have continued to practise that enlightened pragmatism in clinical professorial appointments which had ensured mutual institutional peace, the profession's cohesion, and perhaps even the school's survival over the previous century, but the advent of the new NHS now gave responsibility for hospital management (and bed allocation) and staff appointments to government agencies, and it was possible for QUB to contemplate appointing non-Belfast clinical professors for the first time in the school's existence. Most of the chairs in pre-and para-clinical subjects continued to be filled by non -Irishmen: 1 2 of the 14 professors appointed in these subjects between 1920 and 1950 were from outside Ulster, evidence of a growing internationalism and an intensification of previous practice where hospital facilities were not an issue. In 1947 this openness was extended to clinical chairs with the appointment of the Englishman Harold Rodgers to the chair of surgery. This underscored the British orientation of the school which had been growing since the mid-19th century. Third, in the compassion and commitment of its practitioners. Good and bad doctors abound in all societies and we have our share of both, but in Ulster there is an added dimension of a common cultural and historical identity between doctors and those among whom they practise. Ulster's doctors were never Oxbridge or Pall Mall gentlemen, younger sons of noble or patrician families who owed their physician's rank to high birth or their surgical advancement to the cruder excesses of patronage and nepotism, and there was no great social or cultural gulf between themselves and those they tended. Nor were they the exclusive oligarchy of the Dublin Anglo-Irish minority, albeit a brilliant one. No; they and their patients were of the fields and streets of Ulster, of common culture and heritage, and they saw themselves as equals divided only by the skills they possessed. If such cultural identity has led to patients seeking as their practitioners co-religionists it has merely fortified the historic cohesion but this is no place to develop wider aspects of this debate. Fourth, in the coherence and cohesion of the profession. In our whole history the great majority of students have been from Ulster and until the last 40 years nearly all our clinical staff in university and hospitals have been from Ulster also and moreover have been our own graduates, and this persists noticeably in general practice up to to-day. In-breeding can be vitiating and harmful, but I believe that up to at least 15 years ago the amount of hybrid vigour from imports was adequate compensation. Imports have declined recently for obvious reasons and if I detect a potential source of weakness for the future it is in this very factor of excessive self-perpetuation especially in our university research activities where, I have already noted, effects are even now being felt. 38 Yet the in-breeding and self-fertilisation, while not necessarily of themselves desirable, testify to a remarkable basic strength. For 150 years the profession in Ulster has been largely replenished from its own stock and outside non-clinical academe from its own medical school and I would question whether many regions or provinces could do so over so long a period without serious detriment to standards. By any criteria of assessment the school and the Ulster profession thrive, a great credit to all since they are largely taught by and base themselves on compatriots and graduates. The local profession has in fact generation after generation thrown up those capable of high professional and academic office both at home and abroad. This must be the litmus test of the secure basis on which the Ulster profession is founded. In fact it is this very cohesion that made for the success of our medical school and, as a by-product, made the joint appointment system possible. In Britain, academic clinical staff would often be considered outsiders by the hospital patients -and even staff! They tend the sick as honorary consultants and inevitably friction can result between them and the NHS consultant staff who are employees of the Health Board. Not so likely in Northern Ireland, where academic staff are jointly employed by university and Health Board, and in 1948 it seemed the most natural thing in the world to cement school and hospital relations further through this joint appointment system. Though national developments are placing it under some strain, the system should survive if for no other reason than that here in Belfast it merely formalises a relationship which has existed for 150 years. John Henry Biggart in his wisdom, to which the president referred in his address which opened the session,39 saw this as an axiom, and I feel sure that most agree with this judgement, and that most Ulster doctors conscious of their heritage would have agreed with Sir John's decision to develop a system in keeping with our history and tradition in preference to one devised for the culturally, historically, and structurally very different jurisdictions across the Irish Sea. The system has withstood special studies chaired by distinguished outsiders including the late Lord Cohen of Birkenhead and, if it should pass, something of our traditional cohesion will be lost, and whatever replaces it will have to be very good indeed. 1 -5, 7, 14, 15) .
